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The most profound change in human history is driven by EVOTE.ONE and URLiDent.com to 

UNIFY all mankind once and for all.  This simple 4 bypass law series destroys all crime 

networks by empowering all my 7.5 Billion people to electronically vote over free 

Internet/Wifi on WHO are their highly paid consultant administrators.  Every person is now 

held accountable to perform based on the decisions of the majority of our people to create 

new infrastructure and maintain total peace and social justice. Pay is adjusted upward once 

services are completed.  By majority of will of people, any fraudulent person is immediately 

removed from office and even put directly into jail for failure to perform or if they commit 

personally profiteering.  

  The prime universal open Public Government database of URLiDent.com contains all 7.5 

Billion People with their bio metrics controlled by their own write-once, read public 

permissions and is unhackable with BlockChain.  This one database contains ALL open public 

criminal investigations with auto-face recognition using OCTV and hand held eDevices.  All 

taxes, legal documents, contracts, bids, LAWS, and related decisions and world wide 

statistics is maintained FOR, BY, and OF all my people.   UNITYUrl.com is the driving method 

of each community dealing and solving their very own local issues, therefore almost no 

taxes or government will ever be needed again. 

  The only requirement is mass publicity to drive your new world society of UNIocracy into 

the world’s first unified standardized new world society free of almost all crime by creating a 

new infrastructure of free trade and travel of all small business owners with 

ProfitShareHolders.com and teenMM.com  No more dynasties and criminal terrorist party 

control over our banking, trade, religious, military, government or corporations will ever be 

tolerated by the will of the majority of Keith’s people. 

   These perfected checks and balances ensure our world becomes all middle class with very 

little violence and crime anywhere. Refusals of any organization, Gov, or corporation to 

utilize these as their new unified standard, identifies them as criminally profiteering. Each 

person denying the civil rights of anyone else shall be banished to slums and jails based on 

the will of the majority of these who see the crimes being committed firsthand.  Anyone can 

contact, protect, and send Keith’s growing evangelist teams to their greatest places of needs 

starting with Press Conferences and Conclaves with world leaders at all levels. 

Humbly submitted, Keith Duncan   GodSendKeith@Gmail.com (63)917-335-4300 
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